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When Zane and Megan crack the Secnet, they stumble across Project Net Rider. The awesome Cyber Warfare program immerses
the user in virtual reality, and has a netbike to infiltrate any computer in the new global network. But the software is dangerous and
in the wrong hands, capable of unlimited destruction. So when the Underground's most notorious hacker steals a copy, the entire
world is threatened. And the two friends have to risk everything to stop him.
Eleven-year-old Alex Peterson may be the least-athletic boy at his school, yet he dreams of accomplishing something "not a whole
lot of other people in the world have ever done": a 200-mile, single-day bicycle ride from Seattle to Portland. Alex discovers that if
he's to reach even the starting line, he must overcome more than his physical disability. He must also find a way to revive his
father's own long-dormant dreams, and convince his dad to join forces with him, before they can achieve together what neither
would on his own.
Mommy Muscles is for every woman who wants to improve herself and change her life forever. This book will help you achieve a
healthy lifestyle by focusing on three factors: working out, eating healthy and keeping a positive outlook. Mommy Muscles offers
practical advice to help you find your motivation to meet the demands of a busy life while balancing your health and achieving your
fitness goals. You'll find workout plans, recipes, and tips for being healthy every day, including on vacation and during the holidays.
It is your time to lead a life where you are physically and mentally strong, happy and fulfilled.
Did you know there is an area of your brain known as the “Lizard Brain” that thinks only about the immediate moment and your
means of survival? Yes, in certain circumstances, your “Rational Brain” can effectively “shut down” and you are at the mercy of a
reptile ... dry-mouthed, sweating, queasy, unable to think clearly—even though you know better. When does the Lizard Brain run
the show? It can happen in any number of unfamiliar, uncomfortable, challenging, or “stressful” riding situations. But here’s the
thing: with the right kind of training, you can learn to manage the reptile within, which leads to greater confidence with horses,
better riding performance, and ultimately, happiness at the barn, at shows, and everywhere in between. Andrea Monsarrat Waldo
teaches you how to: handle uncomfortable emotions, such as fear, anger, anxiety, and embarrassment; hone your mental game
and focus your riding time to get the most out of your hours in the saddle; care for your emotional injuries the same way you would
care for an injured horse; and produce a state of “Focused Calm” and tap into the skills you have (whether you know it or not!) to
ensure an outstanding ride.
A comprehensive resource of physical education games designed to help children in grades K-8 develop the skills important to
performing a wide variety of team and lifetime sports.
Would You Like To Look Like One Of The 300? Exposed! Training Secrets To Build A Spartan Like Physique In The Fastest Time
Possible Read on to discover how you too can look like one of the 300 by following a simple training plan fit for the spartans Have
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you ever watched the movies on the famous 300 and thought to yourself "How can i I look like one of them?" "Is it even possible?"
If this is you then keep reading... Six day a week gym sessions lifting weights lasting nearly two hours followed by marathon
cardio. Complicated split training programs, twice a day training, Isolation exercises, German Volume Training. I've had the
pleasure (and sometimes the misfortune) of trying them all in my quest for the perfect workout plan. What if I told you against
tradition and what may seem like common sense, that the best way to look like a spartan is to actually train much less, with basic
exercises, but with total effort and focus? That this method has been developed and followed ever since man has lifted weights to
improve his physique, is more akin to a science than an art form and some of the top bodybuilders of all time have been its
advocates? That the results when followed heroically are mind blowing? It's all true Introducing The 300 Body How To Build A
Spartan Physique This powerful guide will provide you with the vital ingredients you need for quick and effective results, these are
not myths or miracle pills or revolutonary training machines...this is the tried and tested truth! By grabbing this guide and
incorporating it into your life you will be well on your way to packing on quality slabs of muscle and having a Spartan like body. You
can make muscle gain promises to yourself all day and night, but actually sticking to your goals is the hard part! Within this guide
you will discover what works. Here's Exactly What You'LL Get Learn Why Strength Training Is The Shortcut To Building Muscle
Discover The Basic Spartan Lifts How To Structure Your Workouts Quickly Get Results By Incorporating These Exercises Eat To
Grow - Nutrition Overhaul And Much, Much More.. Get Instant Access Right Now
'I am blown away by the level of detail Phil Cavell brings to his work.' Elinor Barker MBE, multiple world champion and Olympic
gold medallist 'Phil is eminently qualified to write the Midlife Cyclist. Well, he is certainly old enough.' Fabian Cancellara, Tour de
France rider and two-time Olympic champion 'An amazing accomplishment... a simple-to-understand précis of your midlife as a
cyclist – you won't want to put it down.' Phil Liggett, TV cycling commentator 'I'm determined to grow old gracefully in lycra, and
Phil Cavell has been helping me to do it successfully for years.' Gary Kemp Renowned cycling biomechanics pioneer, Phil Cavell,
explores the growing trend of middle-aged and older cyclists seeking to achieve high-level performance. Using contributions from
leading coaches, ex-professionals and pro-team doctors, he produces the ultimate manifesto for mature riders who want to stay
healthy, avoid injury – and maximise their achievement levels. Time's arrow traditionally plots an incremental path into declining
strength and speed for all of us. But we are different to every other generation of cyclists in human history. An ever-growing
number of us are determined to scale the highest peaks of elite physical fitness into middle-age and beyond. Can the emerging
medical and scientific research help us achieve the holy triumvirate of speed and health with age? The Midlife Cyclist offers a gold
standard road-map for the mature cyclist who aims to train, perform and even race at the highest possible level.
Finally, the solution to the #1 reason we don’t exercise: time. Everyone has one minute. A decade ago, Martin Gibala was a
young researcher in the field of exercise physiology—with little time to exercise. That critical point in his career launched a passion
for high-intensity interval training (HIIT), allowing him to stay in shape with just a few minutes of hard effort. It also prompted Gibala
to conduct experiments that helped launch the exploding science of ultralow-volume exercise. Now that he’s the worldwide guru of
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the science of time-efficient workouts, Gibala’s first book answers the ultimate question: How low can you go? Gibala’s
fascinating quest for the answer makes exercise experts of us all. His work demonstrates that very short, intense bursts of
exercise may be the most potent form of workout available. Gibala busts myths (“it’s only for really fit people”), explains
astonishing science (“intensity trumps duration”), lays out time-saving life hacks (“exercise snacking”), and describes the
fascinating health-promoting value of HIIT (for preventing and reversing disease). Gibala’s latest study found that sedentary
people derived the fitness benefits of 150 minutes of traditional endurance training with an interval protocol that involved 80
percent less time and just three minutes of hard exercise per week. Including the eight best basic interval workouts as well as four
microworkouts customized for individual needs and preferences (you may not quite want to go all out every time), The One-Minute
Workout solves the number-one reason we don’t exercise: lack of time. Because everyone has one minute.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but
his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
There is no secret to losing weight, building muscle, and getting in shape. We have always had the tools. We have lacked in
creating habits using the tools we have. In this breakthrough book you will not hear the same old advice you have always heard
about health, fitness, and dieting. This book is about truly creating a healthy lifestyle and making exercise a lifelong habit. Get Fit,
Stay Fit, Remain Fit is a discovery of: - How to build a system for achieving the healthy body you want. - How to set goals, achieve
goals, and stay on track as your go after your goals. - How to stay motivated with exercise for the long-term so that nothing will
stop you in the pursuit of what you want to accomplish. It's time for you to achieve your health and fitness goals. Forever. No more
fitness-related New Year's resolutions. No more going on diets. No more temporary results. With Get Fit, Stay Fit, Remain Fit you
will create habits that last and create results that last.
Here is the perfect book for beginning riders who are using muscles they never knew they had before, advanced riders who want
to stay in top form (especially as they get older), and weather-bound riders who want to be fit when spring arrives. The Rider's
Fitness Program details a fun and effective six-week program that strengthens the muscles riders use while improving overall
balance, flexibility, and coordination. The book features more than 85 exercises designed to help new riders get over the aches
and pains of getting started and experienced riders hone their skills and technique and prevent injuries. The routines are flexible,
so you can customize the workout you need for jumping, dressage, reining, endurance, polo, or rodeo. The exercises are
accompanied by step-by-step photographs that demonstrate how to perform each action properly (with an emphasis on safety).
They progress from basic to advanced and are suitable for riders at all fitness levels. The authors also include fundamental
information on diet, general health and safety, and clothing and equipment.
Through humor, whimsical story-telling and spiritual insight Joseph Fehlen shares his journey of becoming a motorcyclist at the
age of 34. A man with a family, career, and perfectly normal life gets permission from his mom and wife, trades in his car for a
motorcycle and begins an adventure that teaches him lessons about life, faith and what really matters most. Ride On is filled with a
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whole cast of endearing characters complemented by the intricacies of the motorcycle culture. In a garage logic sort of way,
Joseph interweaves the lessons he learned with those Jesus modeled, creating a tapestry of learning opportunities for the reader.
With uncanny clarity these real life situations will assist even those who have never ridden a motorcycle, or even plan to
experience one of life's greatest joys. Come and join him as you ride on! Keywords: Zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance,
Motorcycle club, Motorcycle adventure, motorcycle man, motorcycle diaries, motorcycle travel, motorcycle books, motorcycle
Jesus,
A book about a brilliant invention - the bicycle. A book about the joys of cycling, a book that peels back the myths of the cycling
fraternity. A book about being a boy on a bike or a girl on a bike. A book that states that the bicycle is for everybody to enjoy not
just the Carbon Fiber Cowboys and the Lycra Loonies
The book begins with an educational theory guide, to help deepen your understanding of why your horse is acting the way he does
and what his motivating factors are. Following the theory guide are over 77 Solutions for herd bound behavior. Included in these
solutions are exercises divided into sections individualized to how your horse is kept; Stall, Pasture, Pair bonded, etc. It also
includes strategies for riding, Emergency "In the moment" solutions and pages to record your progress on. These strategies can
be used with each member of the herd, this is most valuable in situations where a single buddy horse is left behind. By using the
exercises, programs and approaches you can create horses that are more self confident and able to be separated with more ease
and relaxation. I am incredibly excited to get this information in the hands of horse lovers who struggle with this frustrating and
destructive issue! There is nothing more peaceful then hearing horses munching on grass instead of screaming for their herd
mate!
The indispensable, must-have guide for anyone looking to gear up and start pedaling Bicycling is undergoing a renaissance in this
country as millions of people are taking to the streets in this nostalgic, beloved pastime. From purchasing one's first bike to
learning all of its different components, The Bicycling Big Book of Cycling for Beginners is the go-to guide for any beginning
cyclist's collection. The vast territory of cycling and its facets will become a welcome terrain for any rider who wants to ride
smarter, faster, and safer with this incredible wealth of knowledge. As the sales of new bicycles increase every year, these helpful
tips and know-hows will educate and inform beginning cyclists to perform to one's maximum potential, all while having fun on the
bicycle. Trusted bicycle consultant Tori Bortman distills the essentials every beginner cyclist needs to know. She covers different
types of rides, the components of bicycles, proper cycling clothing and equipment, basic road skills, nutrition, training,
maintenance, and how to ride with a cause. She also explores how to approach cycling from the conceptual beginnings into
tangible, real-time facts about riding as a new cyclist, as well as elaborating on the bountiful health benefits of cycling from weightloss, cardio, stress-reducing, and immunity-boosting perspectives. This is the ultimate guide to bicycling knowledge for beginning
cyclists.
“No matter what or how you ride, read this book and remind yourself just how enjoyable cycling can and should be.”—Eben Weiss,
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author of The Enlightened Cyclist Just Ride is a revelation. Forget the ultralight, uncomfortable bikes, flashy jerseys, clunky shoes
that clip onto tiny pedals, the grinding out of endless miles. Instead, ride like you did when you were a kid—just get on your bike and
discover the pure joy of riding it. A reformed racer who’s commuted by bike every day since 1980, whose writings and opinions
appear in major bicycling and outdoor magazines, and whose company, Rivendell Bicycle Works, makes bikes for riders ready to
opt out of a culture overrun by racing, Grant Petersen shares a lifetime of unexpected facts, controversial opinions, expert
techniques, and his own maverick philosophy. In 87 short, two-to-three page chapters, it covers: Riding: Count Days, Not Miles;
Corner Like Jackie Robinson; Steer with Your Hips, Shift with Your Legs Suiting Up: The Shoes Ruse; Ponchos—the Ultimate
Unracer’s Garment Safety: #1 Rule—Be Seen; Helmets Aren’t All They’re Cracked Up to Be Health and Fitness: Why Riding Is
Lousy All-Around Exercise; Saddles Don’t Cause Impotence; Drink When You’re Thirsty—Not Before Also includes chapters on
Accessories, Upkeep, and Technicalities, and a final chapter titled “Velosophy” that includes the essential, memorable thought:
Your Bike Is a Toy—Have Fun with It. Winner Silver Medal 2013 Independent Publisher Book Awards
Explains the practical aspects of exercise physiology and modern coaching, including energy systems, the aerobic and anaerobic
thresholds, VO2 max, running economy, muscle fibers, and more. In addition, it covers how these ideas should inform both your
day-to-day workouts and the underlying philosophy that forms the foundation of your training program.
2016 represents the 5th year anniversary of Horse Listening. This book celebrates the event by compiling the 20 most read
articles from the blog, covering topics such as: - rider position (hands, seat, legs, elbows, upper body) - improvement of the rider's
aids (kicking, inside rein, outside rein) - and more!
Fast After 50 is for every endurance athlete who wants to stay fast for years to come. For runners, cyclists, triathletes, swimmers,
and cross-country skiers, getting older doesn't have to mean getting slower. Drawing from the most current research on aging and
sports performance, Joe Friel—America's leading endurance sports coach—shows how athletes can race strong and stay healthy
well past age 50. In his groundbreaking book Fast After 50, Friel offers a smart approach for athletes to ward off the effects of age.
Friel shows athletes how to extend their racing careers for decades—and race to win. Fast After 50 presents guidelines for highintensity workouts, focused strength training, recovery, crosstraining, and nutrition for high performance: How the body's response
to training changes with age, how to adapt your training plan, and how to avoid overtraining How to shed body fat and regain
muscle density How to create a progressive plan for training, rest, recovery, and competition Workout guidelines, field tests, and
intensity measurement In Fast After 50, Joe Friel shows athletes that age is just a number—and race results are the only numbers
that count. With contributions from: Mark Allen, Gale Bernhardt, Amby Burfoot, Dr. Larry Creswell, John Howard, Dr. Tim Noakes,
Ned Overend, Dr. John Post, Dr. Andrew Pruitt, and Lisa Rainsberger.
There are many books and resources dedicated to the sport of Road Cycling and Triathlon racing, but none which I know of
dedicated to training and racing for Track Cycling. Track Cycling is a niche / cult sport in the US and probably in other Countries;
maybe that is why no one has bothered writing a book for this rather small target audience. The information in this book was
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gleaned over the years and comes from a variety of sources. It would certainly be great to have a comprehensive book dedicated
to tactics & training for Track Cycling. Many new comers to the track have to learn by trial and error which can become quite time
consuming and expensive. Track coaches are rare and costly, and only available to elite riders or those who can afford them.
Hopefully this book can give you some direction on how to proceed into the fast paced world of Track Cycling.
Cycling as a way of life and mode of transportation is on the rise in city after city around the world. For those looking to dip their
proverbial toes into the waters of urban cycling the prospect at times can be rather intimidating. What kind of bike should I ride? A
skinny-wheeled high-end road bike? A fixie? A chunky city commuter bike? A department store bike? How about fashion? Do I
have to wear brightly colored skin-tight Lycra outfits? Can I just wear normal clothes? How do I lug my gear around? The
Bohemian Guide to Urban Cycling takes the reader into the world and workings of cycling in the city to uncover the essentials to
how to join in on the cycling revolution. Your bicycling guide on this journey is a card-carrying bohemian living in Portland. By using
the bike-crazy city of Portland as the backdrop, this book covers all of the basics needed to bike comfortably in the city and to
know what the heck you're talking about ... from bike selection to fashion to bike lanes to gentrification and more. After reading this
you'll know precisely what to ride, how to ride, what to wear, and how to talk like an insider. Well, maybe not, but it'll still be a fun
journey together.But this book is more than about urban-cycling fashion and high-end bikes. It also plunges headlong into
conversations about mobility, equity, race, and justice. If there is going to be a book about all-things cycling in the city it must delve
into these uncomfortable topics in order to develop a more holistic view of urban cycling. The bottom line must be to affirm all kinds
of people pedaling through the streets of our cities on anything that rolls.
Chris Carmichael has trained many of the world's best cyclists, and now he offers his invaluable training tips, cutting-edge workout
programs, and state-of-the-art exercises to help readers find their ultimate ride. In this book, he gives riders of all abilities an
insider's guide to getting fitter, faster, and on to the champion's platform. With photographs and illustrated exercises, The Ultimate
Ride helps build a strong foundation for incremental leaps in fitness, times, and techniques. Nutritional advice, goal-setting
methods, and mental exercises complement the physical training tips, to make this the only cycling fitness book an enthusiast will
ever need.
"A Long Ride Coming" is a deeply personal memoir filled with poignancy and tinged with wry humor. The book takes the reader on
a 1,900 mile bicycle ride from the Golden Gate Bridge to the Mexican border and then from Canada through Washington, Oregon,
and California. The journey meets steep, challenging terrain and memorable, once-in-a-lifetime characters. But the book is much
more than a story about a bicycle trip. "A Long Ride Coming" unveils a tribute to a father who died when the author was just 18
years old. When told by a doctor to keep the news of his father's terminal illness a secret, the deception led to nearly 50 years of
regret and despair. Testing his stamina and age, the bike ride begins at the Golden Gate Bridge on September 11, 2014 and ends
nearly exactly one year later on the Golden Gate. In between, the author finds solace and a fitting tribute to a father who died too
soon. From the book: The doctor left the room and left my mother, my brother, and myself to fend for ourselves. Fend off such
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assaults as when just a few days later, the surgeon summoned us to his office. My father was still in the hospital, still reeling from
his surgery, when the doctor in all of his professorial genius opined that we were not to tell my father of his terminal disease. "Keep
it to yourselves," he said in whispered, conspiratorial, haunting tones. "The patient shouldn't know. If he did, his last few months
would be even more uncomfortable." So when my father returned home and for a brief time felt good and hopeful, even going back
to work for several days, his wife and two sons had the insufferable burden of lying to him. "I'm so damn glad the worst part is
over," he'd say during his short reprieve. "I told you I'm going to beat this thing..." But we were committed to obeying doctor's
orders, committed to the code of silence.
A complete guide to shedding pounds, burning fat, and strengthening one's core through cycling In just 12-weeks, beginner- and
experienced- cyclists alike will learn the heart-pumping techniques designed to lose the weight, rediscover the thrill, and welcome
challenges of bicycling! With delicious nutritional information, tips, training plans, and core-strengthening exercises, readers will
see the pounds melt off while having the time of their lives. With Bike Your Butt Off!, the synergy of weight loss and cycling has
never been easier to adopt. Author Selene Yeager guides the beginning cyclist through exercises, goals, and techniques in order
to lose the weight and nourish a love for cycling. With the economic climate in this country, cycling is enjoying its renaissance as
people by the millions are turning to this iconic pastime in this country. Along with the weight epidemic, these two movements go
hand in hand in helping each other lose the pounds, and rediscover this enjoyable, nostalgic activity, with more than 57 million
people in the United States alone who use bicycles regularly. With weight loss/fat loss goals, Yeager highlights fat-burning and
heart-pumping exercises to help maximize one’s workout, along with nutritionist Leslie Bonci's health expertise. Whether the
reader has just a little bit of weight to lose, or really quite a lot, Bike Your Butt Off! will help him or her to meet their weight-loss
goals in no time—thanks to its expert-tested food and exercise plans.
HEAVEN RIDE is a techno-thriller about two loyal friends who unlock secrets of the human soul and invent a device that ejects the
soul and long-term memory on its path to heaven, and then brings it back. The "Pod" enables them to build Heaven Ride into the
most lucrative empire the world has ever known, until ruthless rivals embark on a campaign of deceit, treachery and betrayal to
wrest it away for their own insidious plan. This quandary of science and morality may change the way you think about heaven and
the afterlife ... FOREVER. * * * David Brownington, a brilliant entrepreneurial mastermind with a leading business incubator, comes
in contact with a mysterious gadget that measures wavelengths never seen before. His close friend, JW Gomez, a third-year Ph.D.
candidate, supercedes the boundaries of his doctoral studies using a bio-pod that creates out-of-body experiences. Driven by
memories of his little brother who perished in a gruesome accident as a child, JW's extra-curricular studies of sudden traumatic
death lead to the astonishing discovery of the human soul. When David and JW merge these devices, they stumble upon the
highway to heaven. Each of them falls in love as their miraculous invention takes the world by storm. Millions make the trip. As
Heaven Ride prospers, its repercussions ripple throughout society. Protests, bombs and kidnappings threaten to shut it down,
posing risks to David, JW, their friends and families. Long after Heaven Ride becomes a household word, startling revelations put
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David and JW in the crosshairs of dangerous men seeking ultimate power. With HEAVEN RIDE, John Eccleston and Kerry
Gleason have woven an intense tale of ambition, success, friendship, betrayal, greed and corruption. It's an intricate and
interesting tale of mankind's most startling invention, and technology gone awry.
Mason's Backyard Workout is a story about a mouse name Mason who decides to have a backyard workout get-together with all
of his animal friends after seeing a commercial on TV about how everyone needs to move and exercise. Mason asks his friend
Ellen, the eagle, to help get the word out by dropping invitations to all his friends. His friends were excited about the backyard
workout. The story uses a variety of animals who participate in Mason's exercise fun with each one adding an exercise that they
enjoy doing. As children experience Mason's Backyard Workout they will meet Mason the mouse and his animal friends and
engage their imaginations in a way that will encourage them to have their own exercise fun.
A question I frequently hear asked is "Why do men over the age of 40 struggle to lose weight?" And it is a fair question. That was
about the time in my life when I had to start watching my weight. Now that I'm 65, it isn't getting any easier either as the years tick
by. But with a lot of work, it is doable to keep your weight down and fitness level up. The chapters in this book show you how. If
you're a male in your forties or older, you definitely know the struggle is real. It doesn't matter if you were an athlete back in college
or even a soldier back in the day as I was for 36 years ... you will notice changes in your body. You'll find it easier to gain weight
and more difficult to lose it. If you do workout, you'll find it more difficult to do the same things you used to do with ease. The
weights will seem heavier. Your stamina will have dropped. You'll feel less energetic and driven. The only consolation here is that
whatever you may be feeling is very normal. It's part and parcel of aging. Let's look at why a man has a tougher time losing weight
once he crosses forty. In this book I'll show you what foods you should be eating and the exercise schedule you need to get and
stay in shape as you continue through your middle age and into your senior years. It is possible to get in shape or stay in shape as
you continue to age.
Regardless of discipline, level of expertise, training philosophy, body shape, or fitness level, all riders do better—in horse-related
activities on the ground and in the saddle—when they take care of their bodies and maintain their fitness. While riding is a great
way to enjoy an active lifestyle, on its own it is not enough to condition and tone the body to the degree we need, and then the
horse must make up the fitness gap in our physical partnership. If our reflexes are slow, if our bodies fatigue, if our position
collapses, if tension patterns appear, then the horse suffers repetitive asymmetrical strain or develops compensatory movement
habits. It is for his good, as well as ours, that certified personal trainer and riding coach Heather Sansom has developed an utterly
achievable 9-week plan to give every rider the straightness, suppleness, strength, and stamina she needs to rider her best. With
hundreds of one-of-a-kind illustrations depicting accurate musculature on the rider’s body, and dozens of proven exercises
organized in a progressive fitness program with easy-to-use schedule charts, Sansom’s book is the key to enjoying the ride, being
fair to your horse, and getting into fabulous shape—in nine weeks!
Here is the ultimate resource for maximizing your exercise and nutrition efforts. In this new edition of ACSM's Complete Guide to
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Fitness & Health, you have an authoritative reference that allows you to apply research-based guidance to your unique health and
fitness needs. With a focus across the life span, this resource shows you how to pursue optimal health and fitness now and
throughout the years to come. The American College of Sports Medicine, the largest and most respected sport science and
medicine organization in the world, has created this book to bridge the gap between science and the practice of making personal
lifestyle choices that promote health. This new edition contains age-specific advice within the framework of the latest research,
thus helping you to avoid the lure of fads, unfounded myths, and misinformation. You will learn these strategies: • Incorporate the
latest guidelines for physical activity and nutrition into your daily routine to improve your fitness and overall health. • Optimize your
weight and increase strength, flexibility, aerobic fitness, and functional fitness. • Improve health and manage conditions such as
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, depression, osteoporosis, arthritis, pregnancy, and Alzheimer’s disease through
exercise and nutrition. • Monitor, evaluate, and tailor your exercise program for optimal results. Featuring step-by-step instructions
and full-color photos for the most effective exercises, sample workouts, practical advice, age-specific physical activity and dietary
guidelines, and strategies for incorporating exercise and healthy nutrition choices into even the busiest of lifestyles, ACSM’s
Complete Guide to Fitness & Health is a resource that belongs in every fitness enthusiast’s library.
The definitive exercise book that the one-million-plus readers of the Younger Next Year® series have been waiting for—and the
exercise book that takes the intimidation out of starting a workout routine. Based on the science that shows how we can turn back
our biological clocks by a combination of aerobics and strength fitness, it’s a guide that will show every reader how to live with
newfound vibrancy, strength, endurance, confidence, and joy—and it goes deep enough to be your exercise companion for life,
even if you eventually take it to Masters levels. Younger Next Year: The Exercise Program combines the best information from the
New York Times bestselling Younger Next Year with the cutting-edge knowledge and workouts from Thinner This Year. Here is
the revolutionary 10-minute warm-up (critical for maintaining ankle, shoulder, and hip mobility). The five amazing things aerobic
exercise will do for your body, and finding the method that works for you. How to get fit better and quicker with intervals. The
importance of “whole-body” strength training and “rebooting the core.” Plus, the Twenty-Five Sacred Exercises that will be the
foundation for your strength-training routine for life.
The Time-Crunched Cyclist reveals the fastest way to get fit for road racing, century rides, gravel grinders, cyclocross, Gran
Fondos, and mountain bike events. With elite cycling coach Chris Carmichael’s innovative, time-saving approach, busy cyclists
will develop fitness, speed, and power in just 6 hours a week. Now powered by Strava, this updated third edition of The TimeCrunched Cyclist training program taps into the most popular cycling social network to help cyclists get fired up to crush their
workouts, one segment at a time. Through his popular endurance coaching service, Carmichael noticed that many busy cyclists
are unable to make performance gains using conventional training methods; they simply don’t have enough time to train. So CTS
developed a new approach—the Time-Crunched Training Program—to help cyclists achieve competitive fitness and power without
the impossible time demands of traditional training methods. The Time-Crunched Cyclist shows cyclists how to build fitness on a
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realistic schedule by tapping the power of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) workouts. Cyclists learn the science behind this
alternative approach to training before performing the CTS field tests to get a baseline reading of their fitness. Nine comprehensive
training plans include effective time-crunched workouts, nutrition guidelines, and strength training to develop the speed and
endurance for a wide variety of cycling races and events. The new Time-Crunched Training Plans cover: · New and Experienced
plans for criteriums, road races, and cyclocross · New, Experienced, and Competitive plans for century rides and Gran Fondos ·
Gravel racing and ultraendurance mountain biking plans · Intermediate and Advanced plans for commuters This new, third edition
integrates Strava, the popular ride tracking and analysis program. Powered by Strava, the Time-Crunched program becomes
interactive, social, highly motivating—and focuses riders on the training data that matters most. It also adds the Time-Crunched
Diet, a sports nutrition approach designed to help riders optimize their power-to-weight ratio with new guidelines on eating
behaviors and delicious recipes from chefs Michael Chiarello and Matt Accarrino. A new chapter on hydration and managing heat
stress will show athletes simple ways to avoid overheating that lead to better performance. The Time-Crunched Cyclist can help
you capture your best performance—all in the time you have right now.
Equestrians everywhere will benefit from these unique yoga exercises specially designed for the rider. Learn how to enhance your
riding skills through awareness exercises, visualizations, and meditations and improve your strength, flexibility, and balance
through mounted and unmounted yoga routines.
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